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I am Amputer,  
The heart beat of the world 
I am the echo from your deep dark nightmares 
I am a mystery lurking, but can never be solved 
I am the ruler of the perishing universe and everybody bows down to me 
My strength is knowledge, stronger than a stampede of wild bulls 
My knowledge is greater than history 
I am the dark god who controls all of the galaxies 
My beauty is greater than the moon and stronger than the stars 
I was there when the blazing flame of creation was born 
I witnessed the superb birth of the boiling sun 
I saw the luminous moon melt in my hand and become an ice sculpture 
I saw the burning lava dripping from a volcano 
I am the wind that blows silently through your bones and makes you cold 
I am Poseidon, great ruler of the rough seas 
I am the ruler of the deep dark sky 
I have the power to stop planets turning 
I’ve seen both dreadful and wonderful pasts and futures 
My creations are magic, like a wish glittering in the moonlight 
I am the Empress of a lost faraway island, lost in time 
I am the spark that caused the Great Fire of London 
I am the magnificent dance 
I have danced through the soul of every being since the beginning of time 
I am the witness who saw the mighty dragons 
I am the devilish soul who shows no mercy 
I am a tenacious Saxon warrior, bringing misery with every slash 
They call me the Viking princess 
I’ve been a Tudor queen who fought for happiness and love 
I am spiteful ice that breathes out coldness 
Once I step on Earth, it becomes wicked 
The glistening spotlight is always mine 
I have many names but one of them is Amputer,  
The unforgettable. 

 


